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In this thesis, we study the formation of singularities in classical solutions to 
the Cauchy problem for the one dimensional gas dynamics system. The initial 
data is periodic with small amplitude. The system is supposed to be strictly 
hyperbolic and satisfy a nonlinearity condition which is weaker than the genuinely 
nonlinearity in the sense of Lax. It is shown that the smooth periodic solution 
must develop shocks in finite time if the initial amount of entropy wave in each 
period is smaller than that of sound waves. We also give the upper and lower 
bound of the lifespan. Finally we consider a special sort of gas state equations 
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This thesis is concerned with the blow up of smooth solutions to nonlinear strictly 
hyperbolic systems of conservation laws in one space dimension: 
dtu + dj{u) = 0 2： G R, t > 0 (1.1) 
with smooth initial data 
u(0,x) = uo(x). (1.2) 
Here u = u(t, x) is a vector valued function with n components wi, • • • , de-
pending on two scalar variables t, x, and the Jacobian matrix Df(u) of the flux 
function / : R" M" is assumed to depend smoothly on u and to possess n 
distinct real eigenvalues 
Xl{u) < A2(u) < • • • < Xn(u)- (1.3) 
We denote {^(w)}�劣rx to be the right eigenvectors corresponding to \(u): 
Df{u)n(u) = A 持“w)， （1.4) 
then the ith characteristic is called to be genuinely nonlinear if 
DXi{u)ri{u) 0 for all u € M"; (1.5) 
and linearly degenerate if 
DXi(u)n(u) = 0 for all u G R". (1.6) 
1 
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A very important example of (1.1) is the following one dimensional nonisen-
tropic gas dynamics system 
f 
Vt-Ux = 0, 
< Ut+p{v,S) , = 0, (1.7) 
St = 0, 
� 
t = 0 : u = Uo{x), V = Vo{x) > 0, S = So(x). (1.8) 
where u, v,p and S denote the velocity, the specific volume, the pressure and 
the entropy respectively and the state equation p = p(v, S) satisfies 
PV < 0, Pyy > 0 , Nv > 0. (1.9) 
This condition implies that system (1.7) is strictly hyperbolic and possesses two 
genuinely nonlinear characteristic fields and one linearly degenerate field. 
As we know that if the initial data uo{x) has bounded C^ norm, then there 
exists positive T* depending only on ||wo(:r)||ci such that (1.1)-(1.2) has a classical 
( C ” solution in the strip R x [0’T*] (see [31], [9]). It is also well known that the 
nonlinearity of the system (1.1) may cause, after a time T � T *， t h e derivative 
of solution goes to infinity. This phenomenon of breakdown of the regularity of 
solution goes under the name of blow up, which is usually identified physically 
with the formation of a shock. Therefore, the study on the system (1.1)-(1.2) 
contains the following two topics: 
(1) the existence of globally smooth solutions; 
(2) the blow up phenomenon in finite time. 
In the case that the initial data uo(x) has compact support (or more gener-
ally tends sufficiently fast to a constant at infinity), the question of whether or 
not the singularities of solutions appear in finite time has been widely studied 
(see [10], [33], [9], [28], [29], [30], [1]). Generally it has been shown that if the ini-
tial data has compact support and sufficiently small (but is not identically zero), 
and if there exist genuinely nonlinear characteristic fields, then the derivative Ux 
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must become infinity at some point. In other words, all the nonconstant solutions 
to (1.1) with compact support lose the smoothness in finite time. 
However we are interested in periodic initial data, in which case, most of the 
results are concerned with scalar equations and 2 x 2 systems (see [19], [20], [15], 
5], [36], [14], [2]). The fundamental work was established by Glimrn and Lax [19], 
who used the Riemann invariants to prove the formation of singularities and gave 
a description of the large time asymptotic decay of periodic solutions to 2 x 2 
systems. It seems interesting and important to generalize the theory of Glimm 
and Lax to n x n(n > 3) systems, in particular to the gas dynamics system (1.7). 
Indeed, LeFloch and Xin [24] studied the system (1.7)-(1.8) with periodic initial 
data, and proved the blow up of solution under the assumption (1.9) and some 
smallness hypotheses on the total variation of the initial data. 
In this thesis, we will consider the system (1.7) when the genuinely norilin-
earity condition in (1.9) is not satisfied. We will prove that if the initial data is 
small periodic perturbation of a constant state, then generally the solution must 
blow up in finite time. The main method we use is the global wave interaction 
estimate which was developed by Klainerman and Majda [15] for 2 x 2 systems. In 
order to get the expected blow up result, we have to impose some extra condition 
on the initial entropy, that is, the order of perturbation of the initial entropy is 
higher than the ones of initial velocity and pressure. However, in some sense our 
assumption is a little weaker than the one in [24]. 
An outline of the thesis follows. In Chapter 2 we will review some previous 
well known results about the global existence or blow up of solutions to system 
(1.1)-(1.2) and then state our problem and main theorems. Chapter 3 is devoted 
to the study of formation of singularities of classical solution to gas dynamics 
system with periodic initial data and both the upper and lower bound of the 
lifespan. In Chapter 4 we will consider more general initial data and a special 
gas state equation and obtain a better blow up result. 
Chapter 2 
Backgrounds and Our Main Results 
In this chapter, we will fist review some previous well known results about the 
existence or nonexistence of globally smooth solutions to the system (1.1)-(1.2) 
and then state our problem and main theorems. 
2.1 Backgrounds 
2.1.1 The Scalar Case 
It is easy to understand the blow up of solution in the case n = 1, where u and 
f (u) are scalars and the problem (1.1)-(1.2) can be solved explicitly (see [23], [9]). 
Here u is constant along the characteristic curves 
雙= m t , x � � , (2.1) 
which turn out to be straight lines with slope ^ , \ , , through the points (0’ y). 
f'iMy)) 
Unless /'(wo(y)) is a non-decreasing function, the characteristics will cross each 
other and u becomes multi-valued, corresponding to the blow up of Ux- Actually, 
Qx d 
from (2.1) we have x = y tf'[UQ[y)) and — = 1 + t—f'(uo(y)) which will be 
oy dy 
4 
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zero at t = ~ d � ) ^ ^ 观 choose ^f'{uo(y)) < 0. Then 
化 = 窒 = Uo(y) (2 2) 
如 — g — 1 + 力 悬 、 . ) 
will become infinity as t — ~ ^ ~ ~ 7 ~ - — . Especially when the initial data UQ{X) 
- i f ' M y ) ) 
is compact supported or periodic, the solution will blow up unless f'{uo{x)) is 
constant. But this would imply that either f'(u) is constant, that is, our system is 
linear, or that Uo{x) is constant and hence u would be a trivial constant solution. 
Another procedure to get the blow up result is to differentiate the equation 
(1.1) with respect to x. With w = —, we obtain 
J^{w(t,x{t))) = -nu)w'. (2.3) 
This is a Riccati ODE and always blow up in finite time. Of course we can solve 
(2.3) to get the same formula as (2.2), however, this argument can be adapted to 
systems where the explicit expression (2.2) is not available. 
2.1.2 2 x 2 Systems 
Riemann Invariants and Genuinely Nonlinear Systems 
The n independent functions Wk = Wk{u) {k = 1, • • • , n) are called Riernann 
invariants if 
VuWk is parellel to 4(w). (2.4) 
Another writing of (2.4) is the following: 
\/uWk-ri{u) = 0, Vz f / c . (2.5) 
Noting that in the case n = 2, (2.5) are transport equations and always solvable; 
but for 72 > 3, (2.5) may be overdetermined so generally Riemann invariants don't 
exist for n X n (n > 3) systems. 
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Now we consider the case n — 2. Multiplying the original system (1.1) by 
VuWk on the left, we obtain the following 2 x 2 diagonal system about (wi^ w2)： 
< 
dtWi + Xi{wi,w2)dxwi = 0, 
< (2.6) 
dtW2 + X2(wi,W2)dxW2 = 0. 
\ 
with corresponding initial data 
( 
< (2.7) 
1(；2(0, x) = W知)• 
\ 
The original assumption of genuinely nonlinearity can be rewritten to 
£ > � ’ £ > � + _ 
Considering the new problem (2.6)-(2.7), Lax [20] proved the following: 
Theorem A. Suppose that on the domain under consideration, Ai, A2 are C^ 
functions of (w：, W2) and the strictly hyperbolicity (1.3) and genuinely nonlinear-
ity (2.8) hold. Suppose furthermore the initial data w � G C^ with bounded C^ 
norm and satisfy 
< 0, or -^w^ix) < 0, for some x, (2.9) 
cijb dx 
then the C^ solution {wi,w2) to (2.6)-(2.7) must blow up in finite time. On the 
other hand, if the system is linearly degenerate, then for any C^ initial data with 
bounded C^ norm, (2.6)-(2.7) admits a globally defined C^ solution. 
We use a geometric proof given by Li and Kong [27] ( also by Keller and 
Ting [14]) to demonstrate the blow up phenomenon. First noting the constancy 
of (ii；!, W2) along the characteristics, we get •),W2{t, •))l|co < ^ ^ I l c � -
Let X = xi{t, l3) be the 1st characteristic passing through (0, y), that is 
< 批 (2.10) 
= y. 
\ 
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Differentiating (2.10) with respect to y gives 
‘d dxi dXi d 0 / � d}<2 r. dxi 
dt dy dwi dy dw2 dy (2 11) 
Define a C^ function h(wi,w2) by 
dXi 
K , 二 (2.12) 
— A2 
then we have 
字 = + ^w'M f?⑷，奶(T,:^i(T’y)))e_W)， 
dy dy JQ owi 
(2.13) 
where 
_h{t,y) = h(w 认 y),W2(t,x 八 t,y))). (2.14) 
Noting the boundness of (wi, W2) and (2.8) (2.9), it follows from (2.13) that 
(2.15) 
dy dy 
which will be zero at finite time if we choose -^w^Ay) < 0. On the other hand, 
dy • 




If the system is linearly degenerate then - is always positive and bounded 
dy 
away from zero, which immediately implies the boundness of dxWi and also of 
dxW2. Together with the uniform estimate of the norm of the solution, we 
deduce the global existence of smooth solution from the local existence theorem 
(see [31]). 
Remark. Theorem A implies that the solutions to 2 x 2 strictly hyperbolic gen-
uinely nonlinear systems with nontrivial compact supported or periodic initial data 
must blow up in finite time. In partilular, for periodic initial data, Glimm and 
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Lax [19] proved the blow up result by considering the distance between two charac-
teristics and they obtained the large time asymptotic decay of periodic solutions. 
It leaves an interesting open problem to extend the theory of Glimm and Lax to 
systems of more than two equations. 
Non-genuinely nonlinear Systems 
In the case that the genuinely nonlinearity condition (2.8) is not satisfied, the 
blow up phenomenon to (2.6)-(2.7) was studied in [15], [5], [36], [2]. Klainerman 
and Majda [15] considered the following vibrating string equation: 
utt - = 0, /^(0，:r) = / (x) , ut{0,x) = g(x) (2.16) 
where is a smooth function satisfying 
< 
K'(0) > 0， 
< 
K"{0) - ••• = - 0’ + 0’ for some integer p > 0. 
(2.17) 
Using the Riemann invariants the author of [15] rewrote (2.16) to a diagonal 
2 x 2 system in the following form: 
WT 一 X{W — Z)WA： = 0 , 
< (2.18) 
Zt + A(w - z)zx = 0， 
V 
The initial data under considering is 
< (2.19) 
• re) � + 2:o2(2：)), 
\ 
where WI{X),Zq{X) G C^ are periodic function and wl(x), zl{x) € C^ decay at 
infinity, and the eigenvalue A = X(w — z) G satisfies 
< 
A(0) > 0， 
< (2.20) 
A'(0) = • . . = A � ( 0 ) - 0, A(P+i)(0) / 0, for some integer p > 0. 
i 
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Under the assumption that WQ(X), ZQ(X) are not both constants, they showed that 
the solution to (2.18)-(2.19) must blow up with the lifespan T < The 
key idea of their proof, similar as the one used in Theorem A, is to show that 
Qxi 
- — < 0 at some point and then the characteristic curves cross each other. It 
oy 
is easy to see from (2.13) that when the system is genuinely nonlinear whether 
-7-^ will be less than zero depends only on the value of —w'^(y), however, when 
dy dy 
Qxi 
the genuinely nonlinearity is replaced by (2.20), the sign of depends on the 
value of {wi, W2) on the whole domain. Hence in order to get the formation of 
singularity one needs to estimate the global wave interaction, as the author did 
in [15 . 
Colombini and Del santo [5] studied the formation of singularities for system 
(2.6)-(2.7) with (2.8) replaced by the weaker condition 
> 0 for all (wi,w2) in a neighborhood W of the origin in R^, (2.21) 
OWi _ 
and is not zero on any open subset of VF, they proved that the classical 
OWi 
solution must develop singularity in finite time if the initial data is nonconstant, 
periodic and small enough. Under the same nonlinearity assumption Manfrin [36] 
proved the blow up result for more general initial data (not necessarily small). 
Qxi 
All the proofs are based on the study of the which has a name of wave 
dy 
infinitesimal compression ratio (see [35], [36]). 
2.1.3 General n x n[n > 3) Systems 
Compact Supported Initial Data 
The situation is more complicated for n x n{n > 3) systems (1.1) since there are 
no Riemann invariants in general, and most of the results are referred to the initial 
data with compact support or fast decay at infinity (see [10], [33], [9], [28], [29], 
30], [1], [7], [8]). In the case that the system is in the diagonal form and gen-
uinely nonlinear, it has been shown that any classical nontrivial solution with C^ 
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compact supported initial data must develop singularities in the first derivatives 
in finite time (see [7], [8]). In general case the fundamental work was established 
by F. John [10], who studied the blow up of solutions to (1.1)-(1.2) with small 
compact supported initial data and he proved the following : 
Theorem B. Suppose the strictly hyperbolic and genuinely nonlinear conditions 
(1.3) (1.5) hold at the origin, and the initial data is a C^ function with compact 
support in [ao, A)]- Let 
^ = ( / 3 o - « o ) ' - s u p | < ( x ) | (2.22) 
xGR 
then there exists a positive constant OQ small enough such that for any 0 < 0 < 9o, 
the corresponding solution u(t, x) cannot exist and be of class C^ for all time t. 
Actually introducing the right eigenvectors {ri(u)}o<i<n as the new basis and 




^ = K{u{t,x)) (2.23) 
as a quadratic form in the Wk： 
dwi 
= lijk(u)wjWk, (2.24) 
where jijkiu) are smooth solutions of u and 飞a 0 if the ith characteristic is 
genuinely nonlinear; ^m 二 0 if the ith characteristic is linearly degenerate. It 
turns out that if initial data is compact supported and small enough then after a 
finite time t* the influence domain of each characteristic will be decoupled, and 
the solution u(t,x) will behave like a simple wave, at least for a length of time 
that is sufficient for u to become singular like a simple wave. 
Here the so called simple wave is a solution whose range is one dimensional. 
The system (1.1) always admits special solutions of this type. In fact, we assume 
the range of u is restricted to a curve F in u-space, given parametrically by 
u = v(s{t,x)), s[t,x) G R (2.25) 
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Substituting (2.25) into (1.1), we get equivalently 
g = (2.26) 
St + = 0. (2.27) 
For the simple wave defined by (2.26)-(2.27), the equation (2.24) can be reduced 
to 
^ =、編, (2.28) 
since the other components Wj {j + i) is zero. This is a Riccati ODE and blow 
up in finite time similar to the case of scalar equation if jm ^ 0. 
Essentially F.John showed that along certain characteristics the terms Wj, Wk 
in (2.24) with j or k different from i become negligible if the initial data is small 
enough, so that in effect the equation (2.24) can be regarded approximately as 
(2.28) and this implies the blow up of u^. 
Liu [33] generalized John's result to the case that a part of characteristic fields 
is genuinely nonlinear, denoted by (Ap” … , A p J ； while the other part is lin-
early degenerate. He suppose that the characteristic fields satisfy the assumption 
that linear waves do not generate nonlinear waves, that is: 
飞jk 三… f o r i € {pi，...，Pr} and (2.29) 
Under this assumption Liu proved that if the initial data contains only linear 
waves and it has compact support and sufficiently small C^ norm then the globally 
smooth solution to (1.1)-(1.2) exists; on the other hand, if nonlinear waves are 
involved in the initial data, then the derivative of solution to must blow up in 
finite time. In general the condition (2.29) is necessary because, as Liu pointed 
out, if (2.29) is violated there usually exist initial data containing nonlinear waves 
and the solutions don't develop singularities. Especially his result can be applied 
to the gas dynamics system (1.7)-(1.8) to get the following: 
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If the assumption (1.9) is satisfied in a neighborhood of zero, and the initial 
data (UO, VQ, SO) are compact supported with sufficiently small C^ norm, further-
more if the initial velocity UQ and pressure po = p(vo, So) are not both constant, 
then the C^ solution (u, v, S) to (1.7)-(1.8) must blow up in finite time. 
L.Hormander [9] reproved the result of F.John mentioned above and deter-
mined asymptotically the blow up time, which is usually called the sharp estimate 
for the lifespan. For simplicity consider the genuinely nonlinear system (1.1) with 
initial data 
x) = uo{x, e) = eul{x) + e'^ul{x) + .. • (2.30) 
where ul are smooth functions with compact support in [a, b], then Hormander's 
result tells that the nontrivial solution must blow up and the lifespan T^ satisfies 
\imeTe = i n f { m a x 1 . (2.31) 
£ ~^  0 J X 
It is easy to check the relation (2.31) for the scalar equation. In this case, we 
immediately obtain from (2.2) that 
Te < . / 、 、 , ， , ( 2 . 3 2 ) 
maxa； —OxUo[x, e)A'{uo[x, e)) 
On the other hand, in any time less than the right hand side of (2.32) the solution 
always exists and can be solved explicitly. Hence (2.32) actually becomes an 
identity and we get limeT^ = {max^ For general N x N 
systems, Hormander used the decomposition of waves to get the upper bound T^ 
of the life span. In order to show that T^ is also the lower bound, it suffices to 
show the classical solution exists in [0, T] for any T < T^. In fact Hormander 
derived an uniform estimate for the C^ norm of (u, Ux) for t € [0, T] when e is 
small, thus by the local existence theorem (Theorem 1.2.5, [9], see also [31]), he 
proved that the solution always exists and so obtained the sharp estimate of the 
lifespan. 
Since both the genuinely nonlinear characteristic and the linear degenerate 
characteristic are only two extreme cases, Li Ta-tsien, Zhou Yi and Kong De-
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xing [28] [29] [30] considered a general case by introducing the concept of weak lin-
ear degeneracy: the ith characteristic Xi(u) is said to be weakly linearly degenerate, 
if along the ith characteristic trajectory u = u{s) passing through u = 0, defined 
by 
'du , , 
= 咖 ’ (2.33) 
？i(0) = 0， 
\ 
we have 
DXi{u{s))ri(u(s)) = 0，V \u\ small. (2.34) 
The author in [28] [29] [30] proved that if the characteristic fields of (1.1) are 
not all weakly linear degenerate in a neighborhood of w = 0，and the initial data 
satisfies Uo(x) = S(p(x) where £ > 0 is a small parameter and (p(x) is a C^ vector 
function satisfying that there exists a constant fi > 0 such that 
e = sup {(1 + + |(^ '(工)|)} < oo, (2.35) 
xGK 
then the C^ solution to (1.1)-(1.2) must blow up and they gave the sharp estimate 
for the lifespan; on the other hand, if the system is weakly linearly degenerate 
and 6 defined above is small enough, then there exist a unique global C^ solution 
to (1.1)-(1.2), which is a generalization of the global existence of smooth solutions 
to linearly degenerate systems. In particular, they considered the gas dynamics 
system taking S) as the new unknown functions 
f 
Wf + Pa: = 0, 
< Vi - i � = 0 ， (2.36) 
\ 
亡 = 0 : u = uq-\- euQ{x), p =如 + epoi^：), S = So + eSo(x), (2.37) 
where (uo,Po, »§o) are constant state with po > 0, (uo(x),po{x), So(x)) satisfies the 
decay (2.35) and (wo,Po) + (0,0). Under the above assumptions , they obtained 
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the following theorem about the blow up of solutions to gas dynamics systems: 
Theorem C. Suppose that the state equation p = p(v, S) satisfies 
< 0 , (2.38) 
； U 如 ， = = 口 ( ‘ So) = 0, but 5o) + 0, (2.39) 
for some integer m > 0. Here VQ is determined by VQ = V(PQ, SQ), this is reasonable 
since v can be regarded as a function of (p, S) at least locally by (2.38). Then it 
was shown that the C^ solution (u,p, S) to (2.36)-(2.37) must blow up and the 
lifespan 
T ^ £-1-爪. (2.40) 
Remark. In the proof of the above results the smallness of the initial value is 
essential, since it has the effect that in the existence domain u itself remains 
bounded (actually very small) while the derivative u^ becomes infinity just like 
the case of simple wave. For general genuinely nonlinear systems with compact 
supported initial data (not necessarily small), it seems difficult to get such a result, 
however, this seems to be a general belief (see [1]). Manfrin [37] proved a blow 
up result in the case that other nonlinearity condition was satisfied and the initial 
data was compact supported but not necessarily small. 
Periodic Initial Data 
All the works mentioned above are concerned with the initial data with compact 
support or fast decay and it will be interesting to extend the results to periodic 
initial data. However, we note that all the proof strongly uses the decoupling of 
waves given in F. John [10]. This decoupling property clearly doesn't hold for 
periodic solutions and in this case there are few results as far as I know. 
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F. Colombini [6] considered the blow up of solutions to n x n system (1.1) in 
diagonal form with periodic initial data. He showed that if system is genuinely 
nonlinear or satisfies a sort of weak genuinely nonlinearity and the initial data 
is nonconstant and sufficiently small, then the solution develops a singularity in 
the first derivative in finite time. The author also gave an estimate of the upper 
bound of the lifespan. Other results about diagonal systems with periodic initial 
data can be found in [38], where the systems are supposed to satisfy different 
nonlinearity conditions. 
LeFloch and Xin [24] studied the gas dynamics system (1.7)-(1.8) with peri-
odic initial condition. They introduced the corresponding Riemann invariants as 
new unknown functions and reduced the original equation (1.7) to a 2 x 2 diago-
nal system with a source term proportional to the first derivative of the entropy. 
After deriving a priori estimate for the lifespan, as Glimm and Lax did for [19], 
the author of [24] proved the following: 
Theorem D. Suppose the state equation p = p(v, S) G C^ satisfies the assump-
tion (1.9) and W o ( a：)，€ C ^ So{x) G C^ are periodic functions with period 
L. Suppose furthermore that there exist two suitably small positive constants 
Co, Ci satisfying that 
0 < T V ^ + TVo>o) < Co, (2.41) 
\ / 了 職 ) < C^pVo" W + TVo^(^o)), (2.42) 
where TVQ{U^) denotes the total variation of UQ{X) on the interval [0, L] etc. 
Then the Cauchy problem (1.7) (1.8) has no global C^ solution and the lifespan 
This result was improved by Li Ta-tsien and Kong De-xing [27] with the 
smallness hypotheses (2.41) on the initial velocity and specific volume eliminated. 
Different from the proof in [24], their argument is based on the study of wave 
Qx\ 
infinitesimal compression ratio -7—. However, both the difficulties in [241 and [27 
oy 
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lie in the estimate for the contribution of the source term. With the assumption 
on the entropy (2.42), the problem can be treated similarly to the 2 x 2 system 
and one gets the blow up of solution in finite time. What's more, as pointed 
out by LeFloch and Xin, the assumption (2.42) seemed difficult to be removed, 
at least with the method they used. Indeed, system (1.7)-(1.8) admit periodic 
smooth solutions defined globally in time. If the initial data satisfies 
4-pivo(x),So(x)) = 0 for all x, (2.44) 
ax 
then for any constant state u” the formulas 
u{t, x) = w*, = Vo{x), S{t, x) = So{x) for all time t, (2.45) 
define a nontrivial, periodic in space, smooth and stationary solution to (1.7). 
It will be interesting to relax the assumptions (2.42) by imposing only on the 
condition Wo,Po not both constants (to exclude the above special example). 
In the case of initial data with compact support or fast decay, Liu [33] and Li [30 
have obtained a result of this type. 
Remark. Due to the successful study on the formation of singularities in one 
dimensional systems of conservation laws, it is natural to expect to get a similar 
result in higher dimensions. However, the one dimensional theory relies heavily 
on the method of characteristics, which has not proved tractable for higher di-
mensions. There are two main approaches to study the blow up phenomenon for 
multi-dimensional case, one is to consider special solutions with spherical sym-
metry, then the problem can be treated essentially as the one dimensional case; 
the other is to use the functional method. 
F.John [12] considered the radial solutions of the nonlinear wave equations: 
UTT- C^{UT)/\U = (), ;reR3， (2.46) 
with 
c(0) = 1, c'(0) > 0, (2.47) 
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and 
tz(0，x) = ef(x), ut(0, x) = £g(x), (2.48) 
where f and g are smooth radial compact supported functions. Due to the spher-
ical symmetricity John can reduce (2.46) to a 2 x 2 system in polar coordinates 
(t, r) and use the standard argument for one space dimensional conservation laws 
to obtain the estimate of the lifespan. 
Several results have been obtained for the following multi-dimensional Euler 
systems for polytropic, ideal compressible fluids: 
pt + div[pu) = 0， 
< UT + + = (2-49) 
St + {u- \/)S - 0, 
\ 
where p, u, S are the density, velocity and entropy respectively and the state 
equation is given by 
p = Ap^e^ > 0, 7 > 1). (2.50) 
There have been many studies on the blow-up phenomenon by attempting to 
construct solutions with special properties such as spherical symmetry (see [32], 
41] [3] and reference therein). Different from the previous approach, Sideris [39 
used another functional method to obtain the blow up of solutions to three-
dimensional Euler systems. 
To illustrate the functional method, we first take the Burgers' equation ut + 
uux = 0 as example. Suppose the initial data uq g CJ°([a,b]). We choose 
(t) € b]), (/)' > 0 and define a functional 
F{t) = J (f)(x)u{t,x)dx. (2.51) 
Using the equation and the Cauchy-Schawarz inequality, we obtain < 
2CF'{t). Thus if F(0) > 0, F cannot remain smooth beyond the time Tq = 
However, for scalar conservation law we can use characteristics to obtain a sharp 
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estimate of the lifespan T, actually we know that for t u remains bounded 
and only Ux becomes infinite; so the predicted blow-up of F in fact never occurs. 
The blow-up mechanism hinted at in the proof is not correct and the estimate TQ 
is very rough. 
In [39], Sideris consider the system (2.49)-(2.50) with the initial data assigned 
to be constant outside a bounded set. First the system can be rewritten as a hy-
perbolic symmetrizable system and so possess a unique local C^ solution (see [35]); 
on the other hand, by introducing an energy functional F(t) = f xpu{t, x)dx^ 
Sideris proved that F became unbounded in finite time Tq, thus the C^ solution 
must not exist globally. However, just like the case of Burgers' equation, this 
functional method gives an upper bound of the lifespan but does not display the 
realistic structure of singularity; it is believed that only Vp and Vii do in fact 
blow up at some time T < Tq (this has been proved only in the special case of 
axisymetric data in two space dimensions, see [1]). 
2.2 Our Main Results 
Motivated by the example given by LeFloch and Xin, also by the results of Li [30 
and Majda [15], we consider the solution S) to the gas dynamics system 
(2.36) with periodic initial data perturbed from a constant state {UO,PO, SQ) (sim-
ilar as (2.37)). We expect to get a parallel result to the one obtained by Li for 
fast decaying initial data. However, as we will explain later, we have to impose 
additional assumption on the entropy. 
In Chapter 2，we first follow the Riemann invariant formulation given in [24 
to reduce (2.36) to 2 x 2 diagonal system with a source term, and then estimate 
the global wave interaction as Majda [15] did for standard 2 x 2 systems. The 
main difficulty lies in taking account the effect of the source term. Actually we 
will prove the following: 
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Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose the state equation p = p{v, S) satisfies the assumptions 
(2.38)-(2.39). For any fixed number / c � 1 + m，consider the system (2.36) with 
initial value 
t = 0 : u = Uo-\- £Uo{x), p = Po + S = So-\- €^So(oc), (2.52) 
where s is a small positive parameter and wo⑷，Po� € C^, So{x) € C? are 
periodic functions with period L. Furthermore assume that 
T V ^ i i o � + TV.'^Poix) > 0, (2.53) 
then there exist EQ > Q so small that for any 0 < e < SQ, the C^ solution {u,p, S) 
to problem (2.36) (2.52) must blow up in finite time and the lifespan satisfies 
T ^ (2.54) 
that is, there exist two positive constants M, M independent of e such that 
M ^ E - I , <T < J H - I - , (2.55) 
Remark. In the case that the genuinely nonlinearity is satisfied，i.e. m = 0 in 
(2.39), the order of perturbation of entropy must be higher than 1, which is a 
weak assumption than (2.42) in general. 
Furthermore we have: 
Theorem 2.2.2. Suppose (2.38) (2.39) is satisfied. For fixed number k > l-\-m, 
if the initial data in (2.52) satisfies: 
< 
Uo(^) = ul(x)-{-ul(x), 
< P O { X ) = P I ( X ) + P I ( X ) , (2.56) 
⑷ = 制 工 ) ， 
\ 
where wj(a;)，pl(x) G C^ are periodic functions with period L and 
(2.57) 
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UQ(X), PI(X) G C^ decay at infinity in the following fashion: 
Jim = (2.58) 
/?—>00 
and So(x) G C^ has bounded CP norm, then the conclusion of Theorem 2.2.1 is 
also true. 
Theorem 2.2.2 is a generalization of Theorem 2.2.1 and will be proved in 
Chapter 4. Finally we will consider a sort of special gas state equations and give 
some better blow up results. 
Chapter 3 
Lifespan of Periodic Solutions to the System of 
one-dimensional Gas Dynamics 
In this chapter we will prove Theorem 2.2.1. A very important method of the 
proof is the Riemann invariant formulation, which makes it possible to treat the 
original problem as a 2 x 2 system. However we need to estimate the contribution 
of the entropy carefully to get some priori estimates. 
We decompose the below proof into four sections. In Section 1 we reformulate 
the problem in terms of Riemann invariants and deduce a uniformly priori esti-
mate for the C^ norm of the solution. In Section 2 we prove several useful lemmas 
about the characteristics, which immediately imply the result of Theorem 2.2.1 
in the genuinely nonlinear case. Section 3 is devoted to estimate the global wave 
interaction and after that, in Section 4, we can prove Theorem 2.2.1. Actually 
we will show that the characteristics starting form different points will intersect 
each other in finite time, therefore the derivative of the solution must blow up. 
3.1 Riemann Invariant Formulation 
Noting the third equation in (2.36), we get 
S{t, x) = 5(0, x) for all t > 0, (3.1) 
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Hence, only the velocity u and the pressure p are unknown functions. By intro-
ducing the usual Riemann invariants 
l = u- r J-v,(p',S)dp'^l{u,p,S), 
< A (3.2) 
J PQ 
the original system (2.36) can be equivalently rewritten as 
( 




a = \ - ; [ p , S � , (3.4) 
V ^p 
and 
Corresponding, the initial condition (2.52) is reduced to 
‘ rPio,x) 
< ^>(0,.) , (3.6) 
r(0,a;) / y J - V p { y , S � \ x ) ) d p ' . 
. Jpo 
By Implicit Function Theorem, (3.2) determines (u,p) as functions of (l,r, S) 
at least in a neighborhood of (uo,Po, SQ) given by 
r l + r 
u = 丁， 
r r l - r (3.7) 
therefore p = p{l - r, 5), and a, p are also functions of {I - r, 5), denoted by 
a{l-r, S) and I3{1 - r, S). 
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In the following we will study the C^ solution (l(t, x),r(t, x)) to Cauchy prob-
lem (3.3) and (3.6) and suppose the life-span T satisfies 
T < JH-I-饥 ’ ( 3 . 8 ) 
where M is a constant independent of £ , to be determined later. The validity of 
(3.8) will be shown later on. In fact , we will show that in the existence domain 
0 < t < T, l(t, x) and x) are always small perturbation of UQ and therefore 
bounded but the derivative Ix, r^ become infinite when t T. That will prove 
the desired blow up result by contradiction. 
Here and thereafter, the notation 0{e) will refer to a function which is uni-
formly bounded by Ce for all sufficiently small e and some constant C indepen-
dent of Ej hence the assumption (3.8) can be rewritten as 
T = • ( 严 ， . (3.9) 
In view of (3.6)，by mean value theorem we have 
1(0, x) =uo + €UO(x) - eyJ-Vp{po, SQ) po(x) 
rPQ+epo{x) / 
Jpo 
=Uo + - ^-Vp{po,So) po{x)) 
rPo+£Po{x) 
+ 0(1)[/ ( p ' - Po) + {S - So)dp'] 
JpQ 
=Uo + £(uo(x) - ^-Vp{po,So) Po(x)) + 0(£2), 
Hence we get 
( 
1(0, x) = + + ， 
< (3.10) 
r(0,x) = Uo-\-€ro(x)^0(e^), 
\ 
with 
/ � � = u o { x ) — \/-Vp(po,So) po{x), 
< � _ _ ( 3 . 1 1 ) 
= + \J-Vp(po,So) po{x)， 
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Here lo(x),ro(x) are periodic functions and not both constant. 
Similarly, we compute 
=SUo(x) - £yJ-Vp(po + £po(x),S) Po(x) 
rpo-\-epo(x) o 
=elo{x) + 0{e^)， 
so we obtain 
< (3.12) 
V 
Next we will prove that the bounds (3.10) for l{0,x) and r(Q,x) remain valid 
(up to the order of e) for the solution (l{t,x),r(t,x)) in the existence domain 
0 < t < T. 
In fact, suppose 
l(t, x),r(t, x)=Uo + for ^ G [0 ,r] (3.13) 
noting the expression (3.4), (3.5) , we have 
a=a{l-r, S) = 0{1)， (3.14) 
=m So) + 一 r) + - 5o) (3.15) 
Then let x = Xi(t, y) be the 1st backward characteristic passing through any 
given point (0, y) on the rr-axis, that is 
< 肚 (3.16) 
xi(0,y) = y • 
\ 
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Integrating the first equation in (3.3) along x = xi{t, y) gives 
‘ (3.17) 
then, using (3.10), (3.15) and assumption (3.9), we get for t G [0, T 
Kt,工偏)=uo + elo(y) + 0(一）+ 謹邓 - (左 ’ o } ) T 
=uo + 0{e) , (3.18) 
similarly we have 
r d工(t 
工 2 丄 广 = X 2 ( t , z)) - r(t, X2(t, z)), S{X2{t, z))), 
< dt (3.19) 
:r2(0，2；) = z, 
\ 
r(t, X2{t, z)) = + £ro(z) + 0(e) = UQ + 0(e) , (3.20) 
here x = X2{t, z) is the 2nd backward characteristic passing through (0, z). 
Thus, the assumption (3.13) implies the stronger inequalities (3.18) and (3.20) 
as long as e is small enough, so by continuity (3.18) and (3.20) are always true 
in the existence domain. Substitute (3.18) and (3.20) into (3.15) yields 
P = 0{£) . (3.21) 
By repeating the calculous in (3.18) , we get 
Kt,工 1 (力’ y)) = uo-h slo{y) + 0 ( 严 左 . (3.22) 
Hence, we obtain the following uniform priori estimate for the solution. 
Lemma 3.1.1. In the existence domain 0 <t <T, 
l{t,x),r(t,x) = uo + 0{e) , (3.23) 
and along the characteristics we have < 
l(t, x,(t, y)) -W0 + ek(y) + , 
< (3.24) 
r{t, X2{t, z)) = + €ro(z) + . 
\ 
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3.2 Calculation along Characteristics 
Differentiating (3.16) with respect to y gives 
‘d (dxi{t,y)\ c<'�加 1 ：^ o —- -aily - (arV：, + asS — ’ 
} /广 ) 办 (3.25) 
dy 
From the second equation in (3.3) we get 
r . = 2 广 , (3.26) 
where 
dr , � 
石 = n - ari (3.27) 
denotes the directional derivative along the 1st characteristic. 
Define a function h = h(l — r, S) by 
"r = 尝 . （3.28) 
Obviously by Lemma 3.1.1, in the existence domain, 
II {KK.hs) ||co< c . (3.29) 
Noting (3.3) and (3.28), (3.25) can be rewritten as 
r d � dh.dxi 
-tA = -^ih - {^s — ahs)S'-——, 
f 办 办 (3.30) 
f ^ M 二 1， 
dy 
hence we can solve (3.30) to get 
= e - io '^ )办 (1 - j > A ( s �〜 綱 , (3.31) 
with 
dh 
A(T) - [(as — ahs)S' - — ] (r, (r, y)) • (3.32) 
Similarly, 
尝 ( t ’ z ) 召 ( • ( 1 + f e - /� r 丑(咖VMT)， (3.33) 
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with 
B(T) = [(as - ahs)S' + ^^]iT,X2iT,z}) • (3.34) 
Noting (3.11), without loss of generality we will assume that 
TVo^lo(x) > 0 . (3.35) 
In the case of TVQ^ro(x) > 0 the proof will be similar. Actually we will show 
that by selecting special starting point y for the 1st characteristic, ly remains 
bounded away from zero but y) becomes negative somewhere in the exis-
Qxi 
tence domain, then we obtain the blow up of Ix immediately from ly — • 
Next we list several simple lemmas which are important for the proof of The-
orem 2.2.1. 
Lemma 3.2.1. (estimate for the wave speed a and ai) 
(1) 5) = ao + with ao = , 
(2) a/(Z’r’50 = Co (Z_r广+ Cq / 0 is a constant. 
Proof. By Taylor expansion, 
771 ^ ^ o 
- r, S) =a(0,氣）+ E [(Z — + (5- 5o) 
+ 0 ( ( |Z - r | + |S" -5o『） . 
Recalling the assumption (2.39) in Theorem 2.2.1, by induction for i we can easily 
get 
So) = 0 , for 1 < j < m , 
and 
Using Lemma 3.1.1, we have 
a{l - r, S) =ao + 0(£” + 0(£i+"^) 
= « 0 + 0(£：1+，. 
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Similarly 
ai =ai-r{l - T, S) 
二年“0，5o) + f ： ^ [{ l - r ) ^ ^ + ( 5 -
where 
1 ~ 
Co = —r ^  5*0) / 0 . 
ml d[l - • 
Lemma 3.2.2. Consider the characteristic curves xi(t, y), X2(t, z) corresponding 
to (3.16), (3.19). Set d — mina， D = maxo； in the existence domain. 
l,r,S l,r,S 
Given zi < Z2 < y, consider the times ti, t2 where 
X2{tuZi) = xi(tuy)， 
功2，：2)=工l(t2,y), 
then 
Also, fix t and y and consider z(t, y) such that 
002{t,z{t,y)) = xi(t,y), 
then 
2dt < \z{t,y) -y\< 2Dt . (3.37) 
Proof. To verify (3.36), we first observe that ti > 力2 for any smooth solu-
tion.Define t* = ^^^ to be the time of intersection for 
二 c?力 + Zi, X = —dt + y , 
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and t* = ^ 2 to be the time of intersection for 
X = Dt-\- Z2, X = -Dt + y , 
Using an simple compassion argument to establish t* < < ti < t*, therefore 
^ D - D ZI - 2；2 
力 1 - 亡 2 〈 力 - 力 * = 一 勿 1 + 
The argument for (3.37) is similar. • 
Lemma 3.2.3. For a fixed y and any z <y, define a new coordinate T(z,y) via 
the recipe 
X认T[z,y),y) = X2(j[z,y),z) , (3.38) 
then 
- S 丨 ( 她 ） • （3.39) 
In particular for a given smooth solution (I, r),尝 / 0. A similar coordinate 
change is valid with the roles z and y interchanged, that is 
drjy, z) % 
- I T ' = ^ l(袍,彻）’ （ 0 ) 
with f{y, z) satisfying Xi{f{y, z),y) = X2{f(y, z), z) for fixed z. 
Proof. Differentiating the relation in (3.37) to obtain that 
dxi dr dx2 dr 8x2 . — = , 
dt dz dt dz dz 
from this and (3.16) (3.19), the identity (3.39) is immediate. Similarly we can 
prove (3.40). • 
Before studying the behavior of 驚(力,y) we need some estimates for the total 
variation of /, r along the characteristic curves in the existence domain. 
We consider a region R bounded by a 2nd characteristic curve at the left and 
a 1st characteristic curve at the right, that is 
R={x2(t,z) <x<xi{t,y), 0 < t < T J , 
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where z < y and r* < T satisfying z) — Xi{T^,y). We prove the following 
estimates hold. 
Lemma 3.2.4. For 0 < t < T” 
T V 二 • ) + .) = • (3.41) 
Proof. For any partition X2{t,z) = < < . . • < = a;i(t，y) of the interval 
'x2(t, z),xi{t, y)], we can define the backward 1st characteristics x\(r) satisfying 
' 學 = 一 冲 一 希 ， 咖 ’ 
< 射 (3.42) 
工 i � - • 
\ 
We denote Xi = x\(0), and use formula (3.17) to write 
n-l 
z=l 
< V | - I + 广 I _ - r,S){T,x\-'\T)S'(x\+\T)) 
i=i Jo 
.) + £ / ' I (作i+i^) — S'{x\{r)mi - r, 工i+i) I dr 
+ / V ^’？ i + i W ) — � � T i ( r ) ) | + |r(T,:^i+i(T))-r(T,a:i(T))| 
2 = 1 
+ I 风 ? i + i ( r ) ) - 对 V i ( T ) ) | } ] d T 
+ 0(e” .) + TV:忠•))dr 
J 0 
+ 0 ( � f � [ T V :忠 . ) + TV:忽r(r, •))dr , 
here we used the bounds for I, r, 5, P in Lemma 3.1.1 and (3.37) in Lemma 3.2.2. 
Noting the arbitrariness of the partition we obtain 
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( 力 , . ) • ) + 
Deriving a similar inequity for TV二愁 r�t, •) to get 
(二 )/(�.)+TVQ(二)r(t,.) 
勺 f o 汉V:怎•) + TV:忠：》,•))dr • 
The Gronwall inequality (see Appendix) implies 
By (3.9) (3.12), (3.37) and Lemma 3 . 2 . 1 ， T V 二 i ( ( o : f ) ) 卯 , . ) is bounded, 
hence immediately we get (3.41). • 
Lemma 3.2.5. (estimates for total variation of I, r along the characteristic curves) 
�{\^l{T,X2{r,z))\ + \±r(r,x,{r,y))\}dr = . (3.43) 
Proof. For any partition Q = ti < h < ... < In 二 观 can define the backwards 
1st characteristics x\(r) satisfying x\{ti) = X2{ti, z). Let's denote Xi = x\(0) and 
use formula (3.17) again to write 
n - l 
^ \l(ti+i,Xi{ti+i,z)) 一 l{ti,Xi{ti,z)) 
i=l 
n—1 n-l 
< E l�0,工m)-�0，工+ E I / w — r, S){T,x\-'\r)S'{x\-'\T))dT 
i=i i=i 八 
-[\p{l-r,S){T,x\(T)S'{x\(T))dT\ 
Jo 
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n—1 广 ti+i 
.) + E / W - r, S){r,x\^\T)S'(x\-'\r))\dr 
i二 1 Jti 
+ E f 丨风Z 一 S){T,x\-'\r)){S'{x\+\T)) - S'{x\{T))\dr 
1 
+ 0 ( 1 ) 2 广(|Z(r，xi+i(T)) — l(r,x\-'\T))\ + | r ( r ,x i+nr ) ) -
口 1 "0 
^\S{x\-'\T))-S{x\{T))\)\S\x\{r))\dr 
.) + + � T V :忠 飘 、 + S'(-))dr 
J 0 
Jo 
Deriving a similar inequality for r and noting the arbitrariness of the partition 
we obtain 
/ {I :r2 (T，2：)) I + I (T，1 (T，y)) I 
.) + KO,.)) + + O � T V 二 f ) )(外)+ 5'(-))T. 
rp 
J 0 
<0(6-"^) + 0(£於-爪)+ 0(斤，T* 
we used Lemma 3.2.5 in the last inequality. • 
Finally in Lemma 3.2.6 we give some rough estimates valid for smooth solu-
tions. 
Lemma 3.2.6. The following estimates are valid in the existence domain 0 < 
t < T. 
(i) eJo'ZCOdT 二 1 + 
B{T)dT = 1 + 
肌 = 测 + o ( 严 { … } )， 
r, = er'^iz) + 叫左-爪’ 2}), V?/, z 
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^ ( t , z)\ < C, for some constant C. 
Proof. (1) Using (3.32), 
r^ pi (jh 
乂 A(T)dT = 乂 (K - 0^hs)S' - —)dT 
=0{s')t + h{l - r, S)(t, XI(力,y)) - h(l 一 r, S)(0, y) 
so we get e九 'A")办=1 + o ( 严 爪 ’ i } ) . 
(2) first by continuity (n) holds at least on an interval 0 < t < TQ < T, where 
To > 0 is suitably small. In order to get (ii), it suffices to prove that the set of 
To such that (ii) holds on 0 < t < To is open on [0，T]. For this purpose, we only 
need to prove that for any fixed with 0 < Ti < T, if 
ly = el'oiy) + 0(e)， (3.44) 
then we have 
~ + . (3.45) 
Actually under the assumption (3.44), by (3.31) we get 
办 Jo 
=0(1) . (3.46) 
Differentiating (3.17) with respect to y to get 
ly = lyiO^y) + 1:阳"兔dT + j\/3ily + prT.^ + psS'智、S'dr , (3.47) 
using (3.44), (3.46), 
[ t p S " ^ d T = = ’ (3.48) 
Jo dy 
r {I3ily + (3sS'^)S'dT = + = C > ( 一 , (3.49) 
Jo oy 
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By (3.25) and Lemma 3.2.5, it is easy to see that 
Jo " dy ~ Jo 2a 7o 2a dy dit 
. (3.50) 
We substitute (3.48) (3.49) (3.50) into (3.47) and use (3.12) to obtain (3.45), and 
(3.46) is of course true, thus we complete the proof. • 
From the above lemmas and (3.31) we compute 
(l + 0(£min{A:—l-m’l})){i—广(1 + •( 一 "{H-m’” )）[。•(,_ 
dy Jo 
(3.51) 
First let's consider the simplest case when m = 0, then 
孕 二 + 一 - i ’ ” ) ) { l — fecol'o{y)dT + 0{e^)t}, for some ^ > 1 . 
oy Jo 
Since co ^ 0 and TV^k 
> 0 we can choose y such that > 0. Then 
1 dx 
after the time T 二 〃 ( � = Me—i, we get ^ ^ = 0 as soon as e small enough. 
Co^ofe)^ dy 6 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.2.6 (u), 
Qj]-, 
We immediate get a contradiction from ly{t,Xi(t,y)) = l ^ ( t , X i ( t , y ) ) ~ w h i c h 
dy 
shows that 1工 must blow up at some time t <T. 
However if m > 0, we don't have such a priori sign. To show it actually blow 
up as in the case m = 0, we need to assess the behavior of the solution over the 
entire domain of dependence, as we will do in Section 3. 
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3.3 Estimate of the Global Wave Interaction 
In this section we prove the following Proposition: 
Proposit ion 3.3.1. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2.1 hold. For fixed y 
and t in the existence domain and suppose 
y-z{t,y) = NL + e{t), 0 < e{t) < L, (3.52) 
where y) is defined as in Lemma 3.2.3 satisfying 
X2(t,z(t,y)) = Xi{t,y)， (3.53) 
then 
字 ( 力 = 1 - , [\lo{y) - + (3.54) 
oy 2ao(m + l) dy Jq 
for some q > 0. 
Proof. Using (3.24) in Lemma 3.1.1 and changing coordinate via Lemma 3.2.3 
we can rewrite (3.51) to 
Qxi /*力「 
•^�t,y�=1 - Coel'M Jo [l(r,XiiT,y))-r(T,Xi(T,y))\ d r 0 ( € ' ) (3.55) 
广r "1爪 
=1 — coel'oiy) / eloiy) - €ro(z(T, y)) dr + 0 ( � •/o L � 
= 1 - r - • ) ] 、 , = ， 沪 
+ (3.56) 




rn r 琳 y) Brn 
=1 + 以 J - ro(z)r^{r(z, y), z)dz + 0(d) 
=1 + ^ e - ^ X i y ) E / My) - ro(z)r^ir(z, y), z)dz + 
�<^0 Jy-nL 似 
(3.57) 
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Similarly, we have 
智、t, z) =l — c�严+V;� 1:、嚇,-))—r�⑷产(f當劝浙 + 
= 1 —办爪+1彻广議-書圳‘！’灿妨+ 0 ( 4 
(3.58) 
Substituting (3.57) into (3.58) to obtain 




c2 厂 y—(n+l)L 
En = — $一爪+ 2 / I 編—ro(z)rro(z) (3.60) 
^"o Jy-nL ^ 
fr�—r�⑷产(y仍妨}心. (3.61) 
t个 
/ /Vz)’t) / \ \ 
y - ( n + 1 ) L z ^ y ^ X 
Figure. Wave interaction for a given characteristic. 
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Our next objective is to show that 
N-l 
= O(e^), for some g > 0 . (3.62) 
n = 0 
For fixed n with y - (n-\- 1)L < z <y - nL, we have 
Hy, y-hL)< T{y, z) < T{y, y-{n + l)L). (3.63) 
Recalling (3.55), one compute 
Qx\ dx\ 
、千、仏 - 仏 y — nL),y) 
rf{y,y-nL) 
J千(M 
\f{y, z) — y-nL)\^ 0{e^) 
例 一 1 ) [ 監 丨 》 — ⑷ 1 + 岛 + 0 ( 一 ） 
會 + 1 ) [ 华 + a 灣 ） 
. (3.64) 
Here we used the fact {D — d)t = 0(1) from Lemma 3.1.1, Lemma 3.2.1 and the 
assumption (3.9). 
We also have that 
I : ^ { l o { y ) - r o { z ) ) ^ { f { y , z ) , y ) d y < 0 ( l ) • (3.65) 
Setting 
En =-為严+2 / k(y){lo{y) - r •⑷广 r i � 
^"o Jy-nL � 
L L (z�®) — r�⑷广寄(f(仏y —几L ) ,釣 d i ^ d z , 
(3.66) 
then 
丑n = 瓦 + 爪 + 2 - 1 - " H " ” + 0 ( 产 2 ) • 
i 
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We observe that in the double integral En all the ^-variation is confined to 
H y ) - ro(z)r{lo(y) — ro{z)rr',{z) = ^P(ro(.))， 
where P(ro⑷）is a polynomial in ro(z) with coefficients determined by 
Thus if we interchange the order of integration in (3.66) and apply the fact that 
P(ro(z))is L-periodic function of we see that 
瓦=0 . (3.67) 
Thus 
iV-l 
= 切）+ 0(£2爪+2)} = 0(一）’ (3.68) 
n = 0 
since N = O � = " ^ — i ) by Lemma 3.2.2. Together with (3.59) we obtain 
the result (3.54) immediately. 
• 
3.4 Proof of Theorem 2.2.1 
Now we can deduce Theorem 2.2.1 from the Proposition 3.3.1. 
Proof. (1) First will prove that the upper bound of the lifespan is Me—i—讯. 
Noting that f ^ (k(y) — is periodic in y and with the assumption 
d fL 
TVq^Iq(X) > 0 in (3.35), we can choose y* such that cq— / {lo(y) - roiz))"^^^dz 
^y Jo 
reaches its positive maximum denoted by MQ. Then it follows from (3.54) that 
here we used NL > (2AO - by Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.1. 
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Now we can choose any M > 饥卞）L and eo small enough such that 
Co Mo 
字(Me 一, y*)<0, (3.70) 
oy 
己工1 — 
then for any s < SQ, —— (t, yJ must be zero at some time t < 
oy 
On the other hand, again using Lemma 3.2.6 (ii), we get 
lydoo.ily.)) = = el'M + 0(严叫2}) . • . 
This contradiction tells that 1工 must blow up at t. Hence the maximal existence 
time T < Jh-^-饥. 
(2) Now we show that the lower bound of the lifespan is for some 
M<M. 
By the existence and uniqueness of local C^ solution to the Caiichy problem 
to first order quasilinear hyperbolic systems (see [31]), in order to get the lower 
bound of the lifespan, it suffices to establish a uniform priori estimate on the 
norm of (/, r, /工，r^ ) in the domain 0 < t < Ms—i—饥. 
From Lemma 3.1.1 we obtain the bounds for norm of (/, r), actually 
/,r = Wo + 0(e)， 
then use (3.55) to get 
^ > 1 - + 0 (£ 巧，for some C,q>0 , (3.71) 
therefore if we choose M =击， then in the domain 0 < ^ < Mg-1-爪 we have 
彻 1 > 1 
dy 
It follows from Lemma 3.2.6 (ii) that 
k = l = 0(e) . (3.72) 
dy 
Similar argument for r^；, we get the uniform estimate for ||(/, r, Ix, hence 
the C^ solution must exist mO <t< 歷 e — i — • 
Chapter 4 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.2 and a Special Case 
In this section will extend our previous result to Theorem 2.2.2 with more general 
initial data and consider a special case of the Euler system to get a better blow 
up result. 
4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2.2 
Under the assumption of Theorem 2.2.2，we do the same Riemann invariant 
formulation to rewrite the original system (1.1) to 
lt-ak =/3S'(x), 
(3.3) 
rt-\-ak = (3S'{x), 
V 
with initial data 
< (3.10) 




< _ _ _ _ (3.11') 
n ) � 二 X] (^o(^) + y-^pfe, So)pi{x))全 rl(x) + rl(x). 
� i~l 
40 
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(/J(a;),rJ(a;)) are L-periodic C^ functions and (ll{oo),rl(x)) satisfy 
lim = (4.1) 
FT~YOO 
We first observe that in our previous proof in Theorem 1, the periodicity of 
the initial entropy was not used, instead we just used the bound of the C^ norm. 
The periodicity of the initial velocity and pressure was used in only two places in 
deducing (3.67) and (3.54) in Proposition 3.3.1. All other estimates are valid for 
the general small data. Thus in general case 
=1 - A严+1 E / i'o{y){io{y) - ro{z))-dz 
dy 2a� ^ Jy-nL 
N-L 
+ + . (4.2) 
n=0 
Next we estimate the error if we replace (lo{x),ro(x)) by (/q(2；), ro(^)) in (4.2). 
By Taylor's Theorem, 
<C||(/o'(a;),r2(x))||ci;x<y . (4.3) 
Similarly 
- r o � - r o ⑷ 广 - - - ri(z)r 
<C\ \ i l l {x ) , r l (x ) ) \y , , ^y . (4.4) 
Therefore (4.2) can be rewritten to 
寄 ( 力 , = 1 一 一 r _ - 咖 ) )〜之 
+ + ， (4.5) 
for some q > 0 and constant 0(1) depending only on the C^ norm of (/q, TQ). 
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d fL 
We choose y本 such that Cq— / - dz reaches its positive 
d y Jo 
maximum denoted by Mq, then 
字 誠 <1 一 . + 0 ( l ) | | ( / ? ( x ) , + O(S^) 
oy Zao[m + 丄） 一 
<1 - (m 二。i)L力似qI + Om{ll{x),r l(x)) \ \c^, ,^y + 0 ( e ” . (4.6) 
Now we set M > 爪 二 ) L and EQ small enough such that 
CoMJ 
（4.7) 
then for any 0 < e < using (4.1), there exist n large enough such that 
< 0 (4.8) 
Thus we proved the lifespan T < Me-Y-讯,the proof of the lower bound of the 
existence time is the same as in Theorem 2.2.1. 
Remark. It is reasonable to consider the blow up of the solution to (2.36) (2.37) 
with periodic initial data. However it seems difficult to determine the sign of ly 
since in that case ly = sl'oiy) + 0(e). As a consequence, it is hard to determine 
Qxi 
whether — becomes zero or not from (3.31). The situation is much different for 
compact supported or fast decaying initial data, because in that case the integration 
of the entropy along the characteristic curve is always small although the time 
may be very large. The contribution of the entropy can be negligible and all the 
previous arguments hold true. Hence technically for periodic initial data we have 
to emphasize that the order of perturbation of entropy is higher than the ones of 
velocity and pressure, at least with the method we use. Actually if we consider 
the general form of 2 x 2 hyperbolic systems with source term 
( 
lt-a{l,r, = S)S', 
(4.9) 
\ 
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a, (3, S are C^ functions satisfying 
a > 0 , ai < 0, Q v � 0 , (4.10) 
and the initial condition 
( 
1(0, x) = loix), 
< (4.11) 
r{0,x) = ro(:r), 
\ 
where lo{x),ro{x) are periodic functions and TVIQ + TVro > 0. 
If we impose no other conditions on this system then evidently non-trivial 
global smooth solutions maybe exist. For example, if p = a, lo{x) = —S{x)= 
—TQ{X), we obtain a steady smooth solution {lo(x),RO(x)).Thus we get no blow up 
result. However, considering the original Euler system, we can prove some better 
blow up results for special gas state equation. 
4.2 A Special Case 
Consider the Euler system (2.36) with initial data 
f 
= UQ{X), 
< , (4.12) 
V 
where UQ{X),PO{X), SO{X) are periodic functions with period L, and 
TV^Wo � + T V i V ) � > 0 . (4.13) 
We suppose that the gas state equation p 二 p(v, S) satisfies 
Pv < 0，p训 > 0 yv, S , (4.14) 
PvvPs - PvsPv = 0 V?;, S . (4.15) 
Then we have the following Theorem: 
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Theorem 4.2.1. Under the assumption (4-13) (4-H) (4-15), the C^ solution 
S) to (2.36)k(4-12) must blow up in finite time and the lifespan T satisfies 
T - TV,^uo{x)^TV,^po(x) • (4.16) 
Remark. The following defined p{v, S) satisfies the assumption 
p(”，SO = e 肌 ( a < 0 ， 6 � 0 ) (4.17) 
Furthermore, consider the system (2.36) with the perturbation initial data 
(2.37)，if the state equation satisfies (2.38) (2.39) (4.15) Then we have 
Theorem 4.2.2. Under the assumption (2.38) (2.39) (4.13) and (4.15), the lifes-
pan T of the solution to (2.36)k{2.37) satisfies 
T ^ i-m . (4.18) 
The proof of Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 4.2.2 is very simple. From the 
assumption PwPs — PvsPv = 0 we compute 
5 / 1 � PvvPS - PvSPv . 
VpS = -^(―) = o = 0 . (4.19) 
Thus the Riemann Invariants (/, r) in (3.2) are only functions of (u,p), and the 
source term is zero since P = 0, therefore the reduced system (3.3) can be rewrit-
ten to 
k — ci(l,r)l工--0 , 
< (4.20) 
rt + a(l,r% = 0 , 
\ 
which is a standard 2 x 2 nonlinear hyperbolic system. 
Using the result of [27], and noting 
c(7V>。(:r) + :n/。V)⑷)< TV,Ho(x)+TV,'^ro{x) < + ⑷） 
(4.21) 








In this appendix, we will prove the following Gronwall inequality. 
Gronwall inequality: Suppose that f{t) > 0 is a continuous function defined 
on [0,oo), and satisfies 
f ( t ) < Ci + C2t + C3 [ f(s)ds, (5.1) 
Jo 
then we have 
/ � +竺(eC3力—1). (5.2) 
Cs 
Proof. Setting 
9{s) = f f{r)dr, 
Jo 
then by (5.1), we obtain 
9'(s) < ci + C2S + C3g(s) 
Integrate the above inequality on [0, t] to get 
g{t) < e^^^y (ci + C2s)e-''''ds 
C3 4 
Substituting this inequality to (5.1)，we obtain (5.2) and complete the proof. • 
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